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Celebration of Service - Nomination Form
Do you know a fantastic team of public servants who deserve recognition? This year, Manitoba's organizing committee for
National Public Service Week wants to surprise nominated teams by bringing the celebration to their place of work.  
Whether the team is urban or rural, made up of 5 or 50 employees, we want to recognize the unique contributions offered
by Manitoba's provincial and federal public servants throughout this year's National Public Service Week.
What you need to do:
- Fill out the nomination form, providing as much information as possible.
- Provide a contact person located at the office where the celebration will take place. ( This can be you if you are nominating
   your own office. )
- Ensure that you or the contact person is able to secure a boardroom or office space large enough to accommodate the 
  number of people expected.
What we will do:
- We will work with the contact people at each of the selected locations to organize the logistics of the event.
- On the day, our enthusiastic celebration team will arrive with treats and messages of recognition!
Information about the nominated group
Level of Government
Information about the Celebration of Service event
Location address 
of recognition
event
Dates and times that the office would NOT be available for an event:
Contact information
Are you a member of the 
team you are nominating?
AM|PM
AM|PM
AM|PM
Preferred language of event:
NPSW Steering Committee is dedicated to make all events as GREEN as possible!
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